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In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, New Jersey allowed displaced residents to vote in the 2012 elections by email. The option to vote online has been available to military members stationed overseas since 2009. New Jersey’s decision to open online voting to civilians raises the question of why this shift didn’t take place sooner. Assuming New Jersey’s system holds up under post-election scrutiny, why not utilize it to the fullest extent possible?

Online voter registration is already permitted by eleven states, including the liberal, infrastructure-rich, population-heavy California and the conservative, sparsely populated Alaska. Extending the registration system to voting itself could save taxpayers significant amounts of money, encourage young voters to participate, and potentially increase voter turnout.

* J.D. Candidate, May 2014, University of Michigan Law School.

2. See Electronic Options Move the Vote, MYARMYBENEFITS (last visited March 20, 2013), http://myarmybenefits.us.army.mil/Home/News_Front/Electronic_options_move_the_vote.html (describing the Federal Voting Assistance Program, which has been available since 2009 and allows military personnel to submit their absentee ballots by email, fax, or online delivery system).
3. To be clear, this Comment is advocating for online voting, not necessarily voting by email, which would give rise to additional security concerns.
people to get involved in politics early on, and provide millions of Americans with a more convenient way to vote.

These benefits have been realized in the past. In 2000, before the Internet had found a place in most American homes, the Arizona Democratic Party allowed primary voters to vote digitally. Turnout among Internet voters nearly matched that of mail-in ballot voters and in-person voters, and there were no reports of voting fraud. The system was relatively simple. Voters were sent a voter certificate and PIN number, which they used, along with information from two forms of identification, to vote on a website. Once they voted, the PIN number was “punched” so that it could not be used again. Considering that Arizona was able to run a successful Internet vote in 2000, it is not a stretch to say that after nearly twelve years of advancements in computer technology, America would be capable of making secure online voting available to the general public.

Indeed, a number of State Bar Associations—including Illinois, Florida, Texas, and others—already use online registration in Maricopa County, Arizona cost $0.03 per voter compared to $0.83 for paper registration).

See Nation Online: Entering the Broadband Age, NAT’L TELECOMM. & INFO. ADMIN. (Sept. 30, 2004), http://www.ntia.doc.gov/report/2004/nation-online-entering-broadband-age (showing in Figure 1 that less than 50% of American households had an internet connection up until September 2001).

See Jodi Kantor, Arizonians Vote in Their Pajamas, SLATE (Mar. 15, 2000, 3:00 AM), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/net_election/2000/03/arizonans_vote_in_their_pajamas.html (reporting that there were no reports of “hacking, mass vote-robbing, downed servers, corrupted data, [or] not-so-secret balloting”).

Id.

For more background on the Arizona election and other early attempts at online voting, see Rachel Gibson, Elections Online: Assessing Internet Voting in Light of the Arizona Democratic Primary, 116 POL. SCI. Q. 561 (2001).


Vote in the State Bar Referendum, 74 TEX. B. J. 113 (2011) (describing the process for online voting).

voting.\textsuperscript{15} Texas has nearly 90,000 active members of its bar,\textsuperscript{16} and Florida clears the 90,000 mark with room to spare.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, other nations, such as Norway, have made the option of voting online in national elections available to the general public with success.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, it cannot be said that online voting is only feasible on a small scale.

The normative appeal of online voting in the general election is significant. In 2008, President Obama garnered the largest percentage of American adult votes in decades and still failed to secure support from 70\% of all eligible voters.\textsuperscript{19} Former President Bill Clinton was unable to win the votes of even a quarter of eligible voters (24\% both times).\textsuperscript{20} Indeed, voter turnout numbers in America are far lower than those of other wealthy nations,\textsuperscript{21} which serves as a black mark on the United States’ record as a world leader of democratic values.

There are different ways to mitigate this problem, including allowing citizens to register on election day, instituting early

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Cf. Notice By The Board of Elections, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (last visited March 20, 2013), http://www.americanbar.org/groups/leadership/house_of_delegates/2009_notice.html (detailing the jurisdictions holding elections and the positions to be voted on).
\item See About us: FAQs, ST. B. OF TEX., http://www.texasbar.com/AM/Template.cfm?Section=About_Us_FAQs&Template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cfm&ContentID=18680 (last visited Nov. 9, 2012).
\item Frequently Asked Questions About the Florida Bar, THE FLA. B., http://www.floridabar.org/tfb/flabarwe.nsf/f6301f4d554d40a385256a4f006e5666/47fc0a8f415a11d285256b2f006c83?opendocument#How\%20many\%20lawyers\%20are\%20licensed\%20to (last visited Nov. 9, 2012).
\item These individuals either did not vote or voted for another candidate (such as John McCain).
\item See Keyes, supra note 4. Again, these individuals either did not vote or voted for another candidate (in this case, the main alternative candidates were George H.W. Bush and Robert Dole).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
voting, and moving Election Day from Tuesday to the weekend.\textsuperscript{22} While such changes would certainly encourage participation, they still require citizens to be physically present at the polls. This requirement allows a multitude of variables to depress voter turnout, including, but certainly not limited to, long wait times, inclement weather, poor access to transportation, and work schedules. Online voting, on the other hand, would not be nearly as affected by such issues and would have the added benefit of shortening the lines for those who chose to vote in person. It would also likely increase turnout among younger generations,\textsuperscript{23} which have a reputation for being less likely to vote.

There are, of course, disadvantages. For instance, minority populations are significantly less likely to have Internet access in their homes.\textsuperscript{24} This discrepancy gave rise to concerns of unequal access in Arizona’s Democratic Primary of 2000.\textsuperscript{25} Another worry is that online voting would cheapen the process of voting and rob it of much of its symbolism. This, in turn, would have a deleterious effect on political and civic engagement.\textsuperscript{26}

The biggest issue, however, may be the security concerns. In an era where fears of voter fraud and paper trail-less voting machines seem to dominate the headlines every election,\textsuperscript{27} the
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idea of trusting one’s constitutionally protected vote to a website sparks immediate distrust. In an article on online voting in light of Arizona’s experiment, Rachel Gibson noted three categories of security concerns: (1) ensuring that voters are who they claim to be (authentication); (2) ensuring that voters’ ballots are kept secret (privacy/secrecy); and (3) ensuring that the votes are not tampered with (integrity). These types of problems still animate the discussion of online voting today. In a follow-up article on New Jersey’s foray into civilian online voting in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, Lawrence Norden of the Democracy Project at New York University’s Brennan Center for Justice stated flatly, “Anybody who has studied this issue will say we’re not there yet for making this a really secure system … there’s no question that we’re not ready yet, as appealing as the idea might be, to allow people in large numbers to be voting by email.”

Even if one takes Norden’s assertion at face value, that does not mean we won’t be ready. Cyber security will keep getting better, and, as technology moves forward, it will become easier to verify identity in a number of ways. For instance, webcams could be used to take voters’ images before they vote, which could be matched against their driver’s license (or state ID) photos before the vote becomes officially recorded. Alternatively, a state could try a variation of the system that Michigan uses for its State bar, whereby the state would give each voter a unique PIN to access the election website and vote. This PIN would be the voting equivalent of a social security number and could be entered along with the voter’s date of birth in order to add another layer of security. These are just a couple of examples of how the system could be made to work.

machines_x.htm; http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/06/16/1100628/-It-s-the-Voting-Machines-Not-the-Voters#.UleudTkVcWF

28. See id. at 569–70.
29. G. Gibson, supra note 1.
30. Friess, supra note 18. While this Comment proposes the use of an election website as opposed to voting by email, similar concerns color the discussion of both concepts. See Joanna Stern, Election Day: Why You Cannot Vote Online or on the Internet Today, ABC NEWS (Nov. 24, 2012, 3:47 PM), http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/OTUS/election-day-vote-online-internet-today/story?id=17647954#ULEudTkVcWF (quoting Avi Rubin of the Johns Hopkins University as saying, “[t]he biggest obstacle to voting on the Internet is the security problem”).
It should be emphasized that this system would not supplant poll voting, but would instead create an alternative that encourages participation in our electoral system and makes our representative system of government even more representative. There will still be millions of Americans who go to the polls to vote, just like there are in every significant election, including in states that have early voting. For those individuals that either work long hours, have difficulty getting to the polls, or otherwise face significant obstacles in exercising their franchise, however, online voting wouldn’t just give them a greater opportunity to vote but would, contrary to the assertion of opponents, make them feel more American. After all, what’s more American than voting?